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Corporate Restructuring and the Path Forward
In looking toward the second half of 2017, we are confident that our business momentum is stronger than ever. With a strong portfolio of patents, a proven business model, and a dedicated and strong leadership team, we believe our potential is promising. Today our focused and
collective vision is defined by our brand identity- to lead on the forefront of online P2P copyright infringement battles and to provide the most
effective and viable solutions to this multi-billion-dollar problem which affects multiple industries and causes millions of dollars in lost value
and damages.

Significant Events:
#1 Dec. 2015: BMG vs. Cox
#2 Aug. 2016: Judge O’Grady upholds jury decision for $25 Million verdict in favor of BMG
#3 Feb. 2017: Cox ordered to pay $8 Million in legal fees awarded to BMG

We believe there are many reasons that make Rightscorp a dynamic and compelling investment. With a new management team in place, and
our goal to uplist onto a major exchange, we are confident that our company is poised for strong growth ahead. Our objective in building an
enduring and sustainable company under our leadership is upon us, and we don’t underestimate the responsibility of
being good stewards for your capital. I want to thank you all for your support in helping to preserve the value of art,
artists, copyrights and digital assets.
Rightscorp, Inc.

#4 April 2017: Windstream dismissal
#5 April 2017: Industry lawsuit filed against Grande Communications
#6 Active litigation consulting & data services
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Safe Harbor Statement
This shareholder update contains information that constitutes forward-looking statements made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Any such forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
any future results described within the forward-looking statements. Risk factors that could contribute to such differences include those matters more fully
disclosed in the Company’s reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The forward-looking information provided herein represents the
Company’s estimates as of the date of the shareholder update, and subsequent events and developments may cause the Company’s estimates to change. The
Company specifically disclaims any obligation to update the forward-looking information in the future. Therefore, this forward-looking information should
not be relied upon as representing the Company’s estimates of its future financial performance as of any date subsequent to the date of this shareholder up-

e are pleased to have the opportunity to
share our progress and update you on the
developments of our core operations and the industry that is driving our initiatives forward. The precarious nature of our business toggles from confidential treatment with respect to our clients to restrictive communication protocols associated with
our involvement in a variety of high-profile cases
in the media, many of which you’ve seen. Our plan
is that in moving forward, we will continue to provide periodic updates so that you can feel more
connected and informed as a shareholder.
October 2015 initiated what would be a challenging 18 months, including restrictions on any announcements associated with additional copyright
procurement. Over the past 12 months, we have
generated approximately $1.4 million of revenue,
the most sales since the inception of our company.
We feel this is just the beginning.
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than were at issue in Cox, which could result in an
even higher damage award for the plaintiffs in that
case.
I’m certain that the singular question remains:
What benefits Rightscorp in case of a jury award
or a settlement with an ISP? Our approach from
the beginning has been one of fidelity and impartiality for what we charge for data versus what we
share in the eyes of a jury. What you will read in
the following update should give detail to some of
these questions. Alas, we are now more than ever
re-analyzing how we maximize shareholder value
by monetizing our proprietary technology & services. Additionally, we are looking at how to leverage outcomes in the legal forum and derive revenues from any settlement model. Finally, we continue to seek to provide value by leading willing
ISPs down the path of compliance with the
DMCA.

Although we had to adhere to strict non-disclosure
requirements agreed upon with some of our clients, Thank you for your support.
this will not always be the case. Furthermore, in
December 2015 we saw yet another event inure to
our benefit when our leading client, BMG, successfully secured a $25 million jury award against
Cox Communications, based in major part, upon
With gratitude,
Rightscorp data. Due to the perceptions and delicate nature of events leading up to December’s
outcome, we were yet again restricted on publicity,
until now.

Rightscorp, Inc.
3100 Donald Douglas Loop North
Santa Monica, CA 90405

The subsequent events favoring our client, BMG,
include the court’s upholding the jury verdict and
an additional $8.38 million in legal fees assessed
to Cox. We recently supported another lawsuit
Cecil Bond Kyte
filed with Rightscorp data in April 2017. In this
Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the
particular case, an industrywide group of plaintiffs Board
sued an ISP for infringement on more copyrights
GLOSSARY:
DMCA - Digital Millennial Copyright Act.
P2P - Peer to Peer. Distributor and user are one in the same.
ISP - Internet Service Provider.
Infringement Notice - Outgoing $20 offer of settlement for violating our client’s copyrights.
Conversion Rate - Notices paid / notices sent.
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April 2017: Industry lawsuit filed against Grande Communications

Recent Developments in Copyright Law

Supporting Rightsholders within Current Legal Framework

In April 2017, additional rightsholders filed a separate action in Federal
Court in Austin, Texas, seeking to expand on the precedent set by BMG
against Cox, and again using data and evidence supplied by Rightscorp.

Dec. 2015: BMG vs. Cox
In 2014, Rightscorp client BMG Rights Management (BMG) filed a federal copyright action
against Cox Communications (Cox) using Rightscorp data as evidence in its claim. This was a
case of first impression asking a court to establish the responsibilities of ISPs under section 512
(i) of the DMCA.

UMG Recordings, Capitol Records, Warner Bros, Sony Music, Arista Records, Atlantic Records and many other music companies sued ISP Grande
Communications (Grande) in Federal Court in Texas. Like Cox, the central
issue to this suit is the infringements of the ISP’s subscribers and the resulting liability of ISPs.

On behalf of BMG, Rightscorp monitored file-sharing activity on the Cox network and notified
Cox on infringements. Cox was asked to pass along notices to consumers but did not do so.
In December 2015, a jury ruled in favor of BMG holding Cox liable for willful third-party copyright infringement and awarded BMG $25 million in damages.
Rightscorp President & General Counsel, Christopher Sabec

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2015/12/rightscorp-wins-landmark-ruling-cox-hit-with25m-verdict-in-copyright-case/

The Plaintiffs in this case argue in their complaint that since Grande took no
action against the large number of infringers on the Grande network, especially those identified by Rightscorp as repeat infringers, it protected the
large “revenue stream” it receives from the infringers. Additionally, the
Plaintiffs argue that Grande is liable for both contributory and vicarious
copyright infringement, as well as inducement of infringement.
http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/7768055/riaa-suing-grande-communications-copyright-infringement

Aug. 2016: Judge O’Grady upholds jury decision for $25 Million verdict in favor of BMG

A

Cox challenged the jury verdict in this case, but in August 2016, Judge Liam O’Grady upheld the jury’s verdict, denying Cox’s request for a
new trial and affirming the $25 million in damages awarded BMG by the jury.

s Chairman of the Board and newly appointed CEO, allow me to elaborate on the Company's growth strategy and updated revenue model
as it specifically addresses the more (most) frequently asked questions from our shareholders.

In his opinion, Judge O’Grady ruled that there was adequate evidence for the jury to hold Cox liable for the infringements on the Cox network.
Judge O’Grady wrote, “…Cox could not also turn a blind eye to specific infringement occurring on its network.”

Revenue Share Model Has Proven Successful
Rightscorp’s primary revenue model has been focused on a revenue share model from which we retain a percentage of settlement through the
for-warding of notices. We refer to this as our “conversion” rate. Since inception, we feel that the conversion rate has been inadequate for a
handful of reasons, primarily the lack of ISP cooperation to forward our notices. The ISP obligations of the DMCA have largely been ignored
if not totally dismissed by most ISPs, as evidenced by their tolerance of piracy on their networks. Furthermore, the legitimacy of Rightscorp’s
notices is often dismissed, even when received by the infringers. This is part of a belief system generated by the pro-piracy forces intent on
discounting our existence. Finally, the DMCA clearly states that ISPs need to reasonably implement termination policies in place for the termination of repeat infringers on an ISP network in appropriate circumstances. As we have noticed for some time now, the actual termination
rate of infringers is rather anemic, leading to a lack of discipline and enforcement of the main deterrent to piracy. This inaction has materially
devalued copyright material and allowed non-owners to profit from unauthorized distribution. These are the challenges. We will now discuss
our additional services, which we expect to help drive top-line growth.

As expected, Cox appealed this lower court ruling, and the appeal is currently pending before the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in Richmond, Virginia.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2016/08/12/the-copyright-case-that-should-worry-all-internet-providers/?
utm_term=.c911e8bc2585
Feb. 2017: Cox ordered to pay $8 Million in legal fees awarded to BMG
In February 2017, the bad news for Cox (but good news for the copyright community), continued when Judge O’Grady granted BMG’s motion for attorney’s fees and ordered Cox to pay BMG $8.38 million in attorney’s fees.

Litigation Consulting Services

In his opinion accompanying the order for fees, Judge O’Grady wrote that “Although Cox’s defensive arguments may have been reasonable
as an abstract legal theory, when viewed in light of the actual facts of the case, they evince an objectively unreasonable litigation position that
was nonetheless vigorously defended.”

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2017/02/cox-must-pay-8m-in-fees-on-top-of-25m-jury-verdict-for-violating-dmca/

The solutions are directly proportional to a cultural shift in anti-piracy measures leading the industry by pioneers like us. We have demonstrated the tenacity to support two major litigation efforts initiated by two of our clients, which we feel will set a precedent for the entire antipiracy industry led by Rightscorp. If you can predict the law, you can set the competition. In the first case, a single plaintiff proceeded against
an ISP. In the most recent case, a plaintiff group representing an entire industry is proceeding against an ISP. These litigations taken together
are the first steps in challenging the ISP networks supporting piracy. As we have seen in the BMG vs. Cox case, BMG won $25 million in
damages, proving there is a real downside for an ISP not taking the DMCA seriously. Our litigation consulting services have complemented
our balance sheet by $1 million throughout 2016 into 2017.

April 2017: Windstream dismissal

Data Services

In April 2017, New York Federal Judge Kimba Wood dismissed the declaratory judgments action ISP Windstream filed against music group BMG and Rightscorp. The court
ruled that it cannot rule in advance on the potential for an ISP to bear liability for its subscribers’ infringements.

From time to time, we receive requests to deliver specific and customized data to a client for research or impending legal action. These requests may lead to a program in which we can develop several different sales structures that could include protecting copyrights of music and
film on other services such as YouTube. Social media is also a new frontier being tested by the application of the DMCA to their forums. The
insatiable appetite to connect through layers of social media often has unintended consequences, creating many copyright issues for us to help
resolve.

O’Grady also found that Cox’s motivation was willful. “The jury found that Cox knew, or should have known, that its behavior was wrong
and continued in spite of that awareness,” wrote O’Grady. “Fees are appropriate in order to deter future violations.”

The majority of the Court’s opinion consisted of a rejection of Windstream’s attempt to
use the declaratory judgment process for what the Court saw as an inappropriate purpose. But Windstream also managed to procure a ruling that will adversely affect all ISPs
in the future: the Court found that even “conduit” service providers are subject to the requirement that they implement conforming “repeat infringer” policies in order to qualify
for DMCA safe harbor protection. This, of course, is consistent with the wording of the
relevant statute, but is precisely the opposite of the position that those opposed to copyright had hoped a court would decide.

ISP Good Corporate Citizenship Program

https://www.law360.com/articles/914103/judge-boots-windstream-s-copyright-caseagainst-bmg
2

An ISP Good Corporate Citizenship Program is what we feel will drive revenue associated with our primary revenue model. This program is
an attempt to garner the attention and ultimately inspire a behavior shift in any ISP that elects to embrace our suggestions to be DMCAcompliant. In this program, we ask for the ISPs to forward our notices referencing the infringement and the settlement offer. We ask that ISPs
take action against repeat infringers through suspensions or a redirect screen. A redirect screen will guide the infringer to our payment screen
while limiting all but essential internet access. We are now beginning to have some initial and very thorough discussions with a handful of the
top ISPs to create and implement such a program that others can follow. We have every reason to believe that the litigations referred to above
are directly responsible for the beginning of a change in thinking of ISPs. This would be the “cultural shift” that would be directly proportional to some dramatically improved conversion rates. This is the preferred approach that we advocate for any willing ISP as an alternative to
becoming a defendant in a litigation and facing potential liability and significantly larger statutory damages.
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